Discover exterior solutions that inspire new possibilities

Introducing the Aspyre Collection from James Hardie™
Elevate the art of multi-family design by fusing high performance with
high design into any form imaginable. The Aspyre Collection brings
together the Reveal® Panel System and Artisan® siding
to inspire unique exterior solutions. Each product
can be used individually or in combination

A R T+S O U L

with other products for a new level of
creative freedom across the entire
architectural continuum.
Artisan siding elevates
the aesthetic of authentic
milled cedar profiles.

OF HIGH DESIGN

Reveal panels mixed with
Artisan siding effect the
dramatic integration of
contrasting elements.

The Reveal Panel System is comprised of
distinctively thick, fiber cement panels with a

Reveal panels
create bold, engaging
geometry influenced
by industrial design.
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full range of compatible trim and fastener options.
Impressively thick Artisan siding casts deep, gorgeous
shadow lines for strong horizontal and vertical definition.
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SHAPE
W H AT ’ S N E X T

The Reveal Panel System brings versatility and durability to
distinguish your multi-family projects at a more affordable
cost than imported panel systems.

Reveal Surround Trim
The raised grid pattern adds
dimension and gives your design
strong geometric definition.

The juxtaposition of the deep channels created
by the thick Reveal® panel with its smooth surface
creates bold patterns. Orient the panels horizontally or vertically.

Reveal Recess Trim
Hidden trim creates a clean, streamlined
look while accentuating both the deep
channels and smooth facade.
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Leverage their precise angles to craft clean, high-performance buildings
that fit the contemporary aesthetic – and push it to the edge.
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CONTRAST
DIMENSIONS

The Aspyre Collection expands design possibilities with
a unique mix of distinctly different profiles. Add
depth to the simple aesthetic of smooth
Reveal panel with the sophisticated
accent lines of Artisan siding.

Reveal Panel
Offering creative freedom to
break the pattern, these 7/16-inch
thick panels embody the cutting edge
of modern design. The panels can be cut
on-site to fit your vision.

The panel system’s trim and fastener options
combined with the array of Artisan Lock Joint and

Artisan Lap Siding
The industry’s most luxurious lap
siding boasts unrivaled beauty and
performance in fiber cement siding.
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lap profiles presents a variety of refreshing, eye-pleasing patterns.
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RETHINK
THE CL ASSIC S

Make your mark in traditional multi-family design
by capturing the beauty of wood siding while
promising lower maintenance.

The Artisan product line replicates six different historic profiles that cast
distinctive shadow lines. This high-performance, fiber cement siding is
uniquely designed to deliver a richer, more elegant look and specifically
formulated to keep its good looks longer than vulnerable, wood-based siding.
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Anything is possible
The proprietary engineering and 5/8-inch thickness of
all six Artisan siding profiles provides a precise fit and
finish as well as creative freedom. You can miter corners
for attractive, streamlined styling. Add visual impact by
orienting any of the Artisan Lock Joint profiles vertically.
Or use these profiles as both siding and soffit to bring
continuity to your overall design.
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Artisan lap and beaded
lap siding feature a
unique tongue and
groove joint design
that makes the seams
less visible.

Most profiles feature
the exclusive Lock
Joint System which
enables blind nailing
for a clean look.

Mitered corners can be
crafted on-site, adding
sophistication to both
contemporary and
classic home designs.

PERFORMANCE

COLOR
YOUR VISION

WITHOUT COMPROMISE

With the increasing number of luxury apartments, townhomes and condominiums
being built today, take every opportunity to set your designs apart. James Hardie’s
advanced primers and factory-applied color finishes deliver unrivaled

The Aspyre Collection provides the unrivaled performance you’ve come
to expect from James Hardie® fiber cement products. All products are Engineered
for Climate® to help protect your buildings’ exteriors from damage caused by

aesthetics and performance.

years of blistering sun, ice storms, cool and wet conditions, sea air, high
winds and more. And fiber cement is both pest and fire resistant.*

The entire Aspyre Collection is available primed so you
can punctuate your artistic statement with a broad
spectrum of colors. You can also choose
from 24 different ColorPlus® Technology
finishes for the Reveal Panel
System and Artisan lap siding
to make the first and
lasting impression
a resounding
“wow.”
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*California WUI compliant. James Hardie siding is a noncombustible material and may
be used as an ex terior wall covering in Wildland-Urban Inter face areas. James Hardie
s i d i n g c o m p l i e s w i t h C a l i f o r n i a B u i l d i n g C o d e 70 4 A . 3 , 707A . 3 a n d w i t h A S T M E13 6 a s
a noncombustible material. James Hardie siding is endorsed by fire depar tments
a c r o s s t h e U. S . i n c l u d i n g M a r i e t t a , G A , F l a g s t a f f, A Z a n d O r a n g e C o u n t y, C A .
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El e v ate t he ar t
of moder n de sign

In spir e d by t r adit ion,
engine er e d f or today
Artisan® Siding
Thickness: 5/8 in. Length: 12 ft. Weight: 4.55 lbs./sq. ft.

Reveal® Panels
Thickness: 7/16 in.
Size: Nominal 4 ft. x 8 ft.
Available primed or with
24 ColorPlus Technology finishes
Reveal® Surround Trim
Available primed or with
clear anodized finish
Reveal® Recess Trim
Available primed

Reveal Surround Trim with
Countersunk Fasteners

Anodized Reveal
Surround Trim with
Exposed Fasteners

Reveal™ Countersunk Fasteners
Compatible with primed panels
Deliver a clean, streamlined look

Reveal Recess Trim
with Exposed Fasteners

Reveal™ Exposed Fasteners
Stainless steel
Add a more pronounced
industrial touch

Reveal Recess Trim with
Countersunk Fasteners
Reveal Surround Trim
with Exposed Fasteners
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Artisan Lap Siding

Width

Texture

Artisan® Lap Siding

5.25 in. (4 in. Exposure)
7.25 in. (6 in. Exposure)
8.25 in. (7 in. Exposure)

Smooth and Woodgrain

Artisan® Beaded Lap Siding

8.25 in. (7 in. Exposure)

Smooth

Artisan® V-Groove Siding

8.25 in. (7 in. Exposure)

Smooth

Artisan® Bevel Channel Siding

10.25 in. (9 in. Exposure)

Smooth

Artisan® Shiplap Siding

10.25 in. (9 in. Exposure)

Smooth

Artisan® Square Channel Siding

10.25 in. (9 in. Exposure)

Smooth

Artisan Beaded Lap Siding

Lock Joint Profiles

Artisan V-Groove Siding

Artisan Bevel Channel Siding

Artisan Shiplap Siding

Artisan Square Channel Siding
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Capture the ART + SOUL of your vision
“The James Hardie Reveal Panel System provides
the recessed trim, we get the panel and we
also get the exposed fasteners all at
the same time in one system,
and we loved it.”
Mike Jobes, Principal
Miller Hull Partnership
Seattle, Washington
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